
Chapter 5769 

 

Charlie knew that Ethan had extraordinary power and influence in Eastcliff, 

And if he came to help bridge the gap, what Maria said would definitely come 

true. 

Moreover, the feasibility of Maria’s method is also very high. 

As long as the government endorses it and gives enough attention to An 

family, 

An family’s safety in China will no longer be a problem. 

Even if Victoria was given ten courages, she would not dare to openly oppose 

a country. 

Unless she has lived for four hundred years and is really tired of living. 

However, according to what Charlie has learned now, 

People definitely cherish life more and more the longer they live; 

The longer they live, the more they fear death. 

Victoria has lived for four hundred years, so she must be extremely afraid of 

death. 

Otherwise, she would not have escaped from Shiwan Mountain in such a 

panic. 

Maria saw that Charlie had no objection to the proposal, 



So she immediately called Ethan and told him the situation. 

After Ethan heard about it, he agreed directly without any hesitation and 

immediately started communicating with Eastcliff. 

The introduction of foreign investment is very common in China, 

But Charlie hopes that An family’s return to China for investment can reach an 

unprecedented new height in all aspects. 

Ethan also immediately mobilized his own network to reflect upward and 

began to promote this matter. 

Soon, Ethan received exciting news, and then he fed the news back to Maria. 

Maria excitedly said to Charlie: “Master, Ethan has already implemented it.” 

“As long as the An family is really determined to invest in the country, the 

official can provide the highest level of foreign business treatment,” 

“Personally endorse the An family, and mobilize media resources to cover all 

aspects.” 

“Follow up the report, and at the same time, we will do our best to ensure the 

domestic safety of the An family and the industries invested by them.” 

“If the An family is interested, they can go to Eastcliff secretly for an interview 

with Mr. Sun. 

“That’s great!” 

Charlie immediately said: “I will go over to communicate with my grandpa and 

the others at noon.” 



“As long as they are interested, I will let my grandpa and Mr. Sun come to 

Eastcliff together!” 

After saying that, Charlie couldn’t help but sigh: 

“If the cooperation between An family and China is officially announced,” 

“Victoria will definitely be very depressed.” 

Then, Charlie immediately called his uncle and told him that he would go to 

Champs Elysees at noon. 

Meet them at the Hot Spring Villa. 

As soon as they heard that Charlie was coming, the An family was naturally 

very happy. 

The family hurriedly started preparing lunch, waiting to welcome Charlie’s 

arrival. 

At noon, Charlie and Maria had already flown to Aurous Hill. 

Although Maria wanted to go to the United States with Charlie, 

She had no choice but to give up considering that she still had to take care of 

the mother of Pu Cha. 

Moreover, the school’s military training had ended and she should go back to 

class. 

Charlie sent Maria back to the Mountain Villa and went straight to Champs 

Elysees Hot Spring Villa without making any stop. 

When he arrived at the Champs-Élysées, his grandfather’s family had already 

arranged a sumptuous banquet. 



When Charlie arrived, the whole family, including Duncan, went out to greet 

him, which showed how much they valued Charlie. 

After Charlie greeted all the elders one by one, he was pulled into the living 

room by his grandmother. 

Grandma couldn’t help but ask him: “Charlie,” 

“Where have you been these past few days? You’ve never come to see 

grandma.” 

Charlie said hurriedly: “Grandma, I went to the southwest these past few days 

and visited Shiwan Mountain.” 

“I wanted to look for clues left by my parents back then.” 

The old man on the side quickly asked: “How was it? Did you find anything?” 

Charlie sighed: “I didn’t find anything clear, and I was persuaded to return 

halfway.” 

The old man asked in surprise: “Persuading you to return? Who persuaded you 

to return?” 

Charlie said: “Grandpa, this is a long story, let’s go in and talk.” 

Mr. An said without thinking: ” Okay, okay, let’s go in and chat, go in and 

chat!” 

Charlie and the An family entered the villa together and sat down in the 

restaurant. 

Seeing that there were no outsiders here, Charlie told the truth about his trip 

to Shiwan Mountain, 



And at the same time, He also told the whole story about Leon. 

Everyone was shocked when they heard that Charlie was persuaded to return 

by the false monk of Qingzhao Temple. 

They also didn’t expect that Charlie’s strength was so unpredictable that there 

were people who had seen his movements in advance and were waiting on 

the way to the mountain. 

What’s even more unexpected is that Changying’s old subordinate, Leon, who 

has been silently guarding Charlie for nearly twenty years, actually has another 

owner. 

After hearing what Charlie said, his uncle Marshal asked in disbelief: 

“Charlie, did Leon really disappear from the world?” 

“Yes.” Charlie nodded and said, “The phone has been turned off.” 

“The whereabouts of the person are unknown.” 

“Oh my god…” Marshal said fearfully for a while: 

“This Leon is really hidden deep enough! Although I don’t know who he is 

doing things for,” 

“Fortunately he and the people behind him have no ill intentions towards 

you,” 

“Charlie, otherwise, the consequences would be really unimaginable!” 

Mr. An couldn’t help but frown: “I have heard about Leon before.” 

“Through my understanding of all aspects, he is absolutely loyal to 

Changying.” 



“How could there be another owner…” 

 


